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ABSTRACT 
For a primitive generalized tournament matrix, we present upper and lower 
bounds on an entry in its perron vector in terms of the corresponding row sum of the 
matrix. The bounds are then used to help prove that if n is even and sufficiently large, 
any tournament matrix of order n which maximizes the perron value must be almost 
regular. Throughout, we use both analytic and combinatorial techniques. © Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
A directed graph on n vertices is called a tournament if it is loop free and 
has the property that for any pair of  distinct vertices i and j with I ~ i, j ~< n 
either i dominates j or j dominates i, but not both. A tournament matrix is 
just the adjacency matrix of a tournament; equivalently, T is a tournament 
matrix if and only if T is (0, 1) and satisfies T + T r = J - I, where J is the 
all ones matrix and I is the identity matrix. 
Since a tournament matrix is an example of a nonnegative matrix, an 
application of  the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see [4]) shows that its spectral 
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radius is an eigenvalue, called the perron value. One of the standard facts 
concerning tournament matrices is that the perron value of any tournament 
matrix of order n is bounded above by (n - 1)/2, and that if equality holds 
then necessarily n must be odd (see [1]). We remark that whenever n is odd, 
there exists a tournament matrix of order n with perron value (n - 1)/2. 
This raises the following natural question: if n is even, which tournament 
matrix (or matrices) of order n yield the maximum perron value? 
in 1983, Brualdi and Li [2] conjectured that the tournament matrix of 
even order with largest perron value can be described as 
where T is the matrix of order n/2  with zeros on and below the main 
diagonal and ones above the main diagonal. Friedland [3] has since named 
that matrix the Brualdi-Li matrix. The following result, which appears in [5], 
discusses the asymptotic behavior of the perron value of the Brualdi-Li 
matrix. [We remark that throughout this paper, the notation O(n -k ) is used 
to denote a sequence x. such that nkx. is a bounded sequence.] 
PROPOSITION 1. Let r. be the perron value of the Brualdi-Li matrix of 
order n. Then 
n-1  e2-1  
+ O(n-3) ,  (1) r. = 2 2(e 2 + 1)n 
where e is the constant 2.718 . . . .  
Observe that half of the row sums of the Brualdi-Li matrix are (n - 2)/2, 
while the other half are n/2. Any tournament matrix of even order with those 
row sums is called almost regular. In this paper we prove the following 
theorem (which is weaker than the Brnaldi-Li conjecture): 
For all suffwiently large even n, a tournament matrix of order n with 
maximum perron value is almost regular. 
In particular, this improves upon a resuk of Friedland [3] which states 
that for even n, a tournament matrix of order n with maximum perron value 
has at least one row whose sum is either n/2  or (n - 2)/2. 
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In some of what follows, we will work with the notion of a generalized 
tournament matrix, that is, a square nonnegative matrix M such that M + 
M T = j _ I. For a generalized tournament matrix M, its score vector is the 
vector of row sums, M 1, where 1 is the all ones vector. Observe that if M is 
(0, 1), so that it is a tournament matrix, then the ith entry in its score vector, 
the score of  vertex i, is just the number of vertices dominated by vertex i in 
the corresponding tournament. Suppose that we have a primitive generalized 
tournament matrix M of order n with score vector s, perron value p, and 
right perron vector v. Using the equation M - M r = j _ I, it is not difficult 
to show that sT1 = n(n -- 1)/2, that (2p + 1)vTv = (vr l )  ~, and that vrs = 
(n - 1 - p)vr l ;  we will make use of those facts in the sequel. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Our first result shows how an entry in the perron vector of a tournament 
matrix can be bounded in terms of the perron value and the score of the 
corresponding vertex. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that T is a primitive generalized tournament 
matrix of  order n. Let p be the perron value of  T, and let v be the 
corresponding perron vector, normalized so that 1T v ~ 1. I f  the ith row sum 
of  T is st, then 
[(n - 1)p ~ + (2p + 1)s, + s, (n - s, - 1)]v~ 
[2p - (n - 2)1 
-2 (p+l )s ,v ,+ (2) 
2p+ 1 2p+ 1 
Proof. By simultaneously permuting the rows and columns of T if 
necessary, we can assume that i = 1. We partition off the first row and 
column of T to give 
I ° I T=l_ r  A , 
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and we similarly partition v as 
From th e eigenvalue-eigenvector relation, we have FTw = /9191 and vl(1 - r) 
+ Aw ='/gw, Which yield (1 /p~A + (1/ /9)( I  - r ) rT]w = w. Letting M = 
(1/ /9) [A + (1//9)(1 - r)rT], we see that M + M T + (1 / /9) I  = (1//9)] + 
(1//92)[(1 - r ) rT+ r(1T -- rT)] . Pre- and postmultiplying this last equation 
by w T and w respectively, and using the fact that Mw =/gw,  we find that 
(2/9 + 1)wTw = (wT1) l + (2 /p )wT(1  -- r ) rTw.  
Next we consider the vector 
wT1 
X =W - -1  
n-1  
n l (wTr s, wT1)(r 
( . -  iKf-r-s  n -  1 
sl ) 
n- -1  1 , 
and note that x is the projection of w onto the orthogonal complement of 
the subspace spanned by 1 and r. Since s 1 = rT1 >1 rTr, we find that 
wTw 
(wT1) z 
n -1  
n -1  ( - 81) 8 1 )  2 _ ._  _ wTr  wT1 
81(n n-1  
wTw -- 
(wrl)  ~ 
n- l  
n-1 ( wTr - -wT181 ) 2 
(n 1) ' - ;~r- Sl 2 -- n -- 1 
~- 7cTx i> 0. 
Consequent~, 
n l (  S,w l)  wTw n-  1 sl(n--- i Sl) wTr n- -  >i0. 
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Using the facts that (2p + 1)wTw = (WT]) 2 q- (2 /p )WT(1  -- r ) rTw,  wTr  = 
pv  1, and wT1 = 1 -- V 1, it now follows that 
(1 vl)2( 1 1 )  2 
- -  n t- (1  - -  t) 1 - -  p l ) l )p t )  1 
2p + 1 n - -  1 p (2p  + 1) 
 nl,( s, 
-sl(n---iZs,) pv' n-  l(1-v') ~0. 
This last inequality can now be rearranged to yield (2). 
REMARK. An analysis of the proof of Theorem 1 reveals that equality 
holds in (2) if and only if r is a (0, 1) vector (since we must have rT r  = s 1) 
and w is a linear combination of  i and r (since x must be the zero vector). 
The example below illustrates that situation. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the tournament matrix given by 
0 0 T 1 T 
T= R 1 0 , 
J R~ 
where R 1 and R 2 are regular tournament matrices of  orders n - 1 - k and 
k respectively (note that necessarily n must be odd). It can be verified that 
the perron value p of  T satisfies p3 _ [(n - 3) /2]  p3 + [(k - 1)(n - k - 
2)/4]p - k(n  - k - 1) = 0, and that the corresponding perron vector is 
given by 
I [ p - (n  - k - 2 ) /2 ] -  , i ?k3  
where a = [p  - (n - k - 2 ) /2 ] / [  p2 _ p(n - k - 2 ) /2  + (n  - k ) /2 .  In 
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particular, since the vector consisting of the last n - 1 rows of v can be 
written as a linear combination of 
we see that equality holds in (2). 
We continue with some useful consequences of Theorem 1. 
COnOLLAI~¥ 1.1. Let  T be as in Theorem 1. For I <~ i <~ n, we have 
~/~, ( . . -  _1 - ~,) 
, , (p+ i)  + V 9.p+T [~, ( . -  i -~ , ) -9 .p~+ (~_9.)p~] 
" (n - ])p~ + (2p + 1)s, + s , (n  - 1 - s , )  >/v i 
a/S,(n_--l- s, )  [s,(n - 1 - s , )  - 2p  3 + (n  - 2 )p  ~] 
, , (p+l ) -  V 9.p+ 
(n - 1)p ~ + (2p + 1)s, + s,(n - 1 - s,) 
In particular, fo r  I <~ i ~ n, one has st(n - 1 - s i) >t 2103 - (n - 2)p 2. 
Proof. The upper and lower bounds on v i come from an application of 
the quadratic formula to the inequality (2), while the lower bound on 
st(n - 1 - s t) follows from observing that the discriminant of that quadratic 
must be nonnegative. • 
REMAIaK. It follows from a theorem of Ostrowski (see [6]) that for a 
generalized tournament matrix T, we have (using the notation of Corollary 
1.1) max I ~ i ~ ,  sl(n - 1 - s i) >t p~. The inequality obtained in Corollary 1.1 
bears some resemblance to the Ostrowski inequality, since it implies that 
min i , t ,  . st(n - 1 - s t) ;~ pS[2p - (n  - 2)]. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let T be a primitive generalized tournament matrix of 
order n with score vector s and perron value p. Then 
sTs 
n(n - 1) 2 n 
4 4 
~< 
(n -1  )(  n2-5n+8)  n 
2 P 6P2-  (n -8 )  p+ 2 4 
2(nl )  
+n(n- - -  1) 2 P ( -2p+n-2)  
(n -  1 ) (n+2) )  
)< -2p  ~ + 2(n - 3)p + 2 " 
In particular, if 
n -1  e2-1  
p >i - -  + O(n -3) ,  
2 2(e 2 + 1) n 
then for all i we have 
si n -2 11 = 0(  nl/2)" 
Moreover, if T is a tournament matrix of even order n and p >1 (n - 1)/2 - 
(e 2 - 1)/2(e 2 + 1)n + O(n-Z), then there are at most 
e ~ - 2 
n + O(1) 
4(e 2 + 1) 
rows i such that 
n - 11 1 
S i 
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Proof. Let v be the right perron vector of T, normalized so that 
vT1 = 1. We sum (2) over all i to find that 
(n - -1 )p2vTv+(2p+ 1) ~ SiVi 2 + ~_~ s , (n - - s i - -1 )v /2  
i=i i=I 
2p - (n - 2) n(n  - 1) STS 
-- 2 (  p + 1)8Tv  + + - -  ~ 0. 
2p+l  2 2p+l  
We note that by Corollary 1.1, si(n - 1 - s i) >t 2p 3 - (n - 2)p2; also, 
it follows from the Kantorovich inequality (see [6], for example) that 
~n Ei~l SiV~ >~ ( t=1 SiVi)2/)2~-i Si" We thus find that 
(n  -- 1)p2vTv + 
(2p + 1)(sTy) 2 
n(n  -- 1) /2  
+ [2p ~ + (n  - 2)p2]vTv 
- 9( p + 1) (sTv)  + 
2p -- (n -- 2) n(n  -- 1) srs 
+ - -  
2p+ 1 2 2p+ 1 
~<0. 
Using the facts that I)TI)= 1/ (2p  + 1) and that sTv= n-  1 -  p, we 
arrive at 
(n - 1)p ~ 2(2p + 1)(n - 1 - p)2 2p 3 - (n - 2)p 2 
+ + 
2p + 1 n (n -  1) 2p+ 1 
- 2 (p+ 1) (n  - 1 - p )  + 
2p - (n - 2) n(n  - 1) sTs 
+ - - ~ 0 .  
2p+ 1 2 2p+ 1 
A few manipulations now yield the desired upper bound on sTs -- n(n -- 
1)2/4 -- n /4.  
Note that 
8T8 ( )( ) = sT n - -1  n - -1  ~ 1T s ~ 1 ,  
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so that for any i we have Is i - (n - 1)/212 ~< 8T8 -- n(n - 1)2/4. From our 
arguments above, we find that if p >I rn, where r n is given by (1), then we 
must have 
n(n  - 1) 2 3(e  2 - 1) 
8T8 4 ~< 4(e 2 + 1) n + O(1) ,  
which implies that Is i - (n - 1)/21 = O(n l /2) .  
Now we suppose that T is a tournament matrix (so that each si is an 
integer), that n is even, and that p ~> r,.  Under these hypotheses, we have 
(sT n l )( n l )  n 
8T8 4 ~ 1 T  s 2 1 >1 4 
and 
e2-1  n -1  
2(e 2 + 1)n + O(n-3)  >~ 2 p>~O. 
Consequently, we find that 
0 ~ sT8 
n(n  - 1) 2 n 
4 4 
(nl )( n 
<<" 2 P 6P2- - (n -8 )P+ 2 ~-4  
< 2 o ~2+o(~ -~+o(~' )  
e2+2 
<~ 2(e  2 + 1) n + 0(1) .  
+ O(n  -1)  
Suppose that there are k rows of T such that for the corresponding scores, 
Is i - (n  - 1)/21 :/: 1/2;  note that for such a score, we necessarily have 
I s~-  (n - 1)/21 I> 3 /2 .  Hence s rs -  n (n -  1)2 /4 -n /4  >~k(9 /4)  + 
(n - k ) (1 /4)  - n/4  = 2k. Thus, we find that 
e 2 -- 2 
k ~< 4(e2 + 1) n + 0(1) .  • 
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The following result, while somewhat computational, is a key component 
in the proof of Theorem 2. We remark that our interest in the quantity 
v~wj - vjw~ arises from its connection to perturbation results for the perron 
value. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that T is a primitive generalized tournament matrix 
of  order n whose perron value p is at least (n - 1)/2 - (e 2 - 1)/2(e z + 
1)n + O(n-3) .  Let the right and left perron vectors be v and w T respec- 
tively, normalized so that vr l  = wT1 = 1. I f  T has rows sums s~ - t and 
sj + t for  some 0 <~ t <~ 1, where s i >>. sj + 2, then 
viw j -v jw ,> l  (n - - ' l )  5 1 -  4~-~2 +-1)  - t  +0(n -7 /2 ) .  
Proof. We apply Corollary 1.1 and the fact that (n - 1)2/4 >/(s t - 
t)(n - 1 - s~ + t) to find that 
vi >/ 
)( n l) 
( s i - t ) (p+ 1) - 4"~p+-1-) 2 P 2p2 + p+ 
(n -  1)p 2+ (2p+ 1) (s , - t )  + (s , - t ) (n -  1-s ,+t )  
Since Corollary 1.1 applies to w T as well, we also have 
+ 
wj>~ (n -  1)p 2+(2p+ 1)(n- 1 -s j - t )  +(sj+t)(n- 1-sj-t) 
j (nzl_)2 1 ~2 1) 
(n -  1)p =+ (2p+ 1)(sj+t) + (sj+t)(n- 1-sj-t) 
(n - l )  ~ (~_~1) (  n 1) 
(n -  l - s ,  +t) (p+ 1) + 4(2p+ 1) P 2P2 + p + 
w~ (n -  1)p 2 + (2p+ 1)(n- 1-s,+t) + (s,-t)(n- 1-s,+t) 
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Consequently, we find that 
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v, wj  >1 [( p +l)Z(s, - t ) (n  -1  - s j  - t )  - ( p +l)(n -1  +s,  - sj - 2t) 
J n-X>'(n-X )( n-l) ] 
X 4-~/~+-'i-) 2 P 2p2 + p + T + O(n2)  
×([(n--  1)p 2 + (s ,  -- t ) (n  - - .1 - -  si + t ) ]  
×[(n -- 1)p 2 + (s j  + t ) (n  -- 1 -- sj -- t)] 
+(n - 1)p2(2p + 1)(n - 1 + s i - sj - 2t) + O(r14)} -1 
= [ (p+l )2 (s , - t ) (n - l - s j -  t )  - (p+l ) (n - l+s , - s j -  2t) 
n-1 ] xV4~_~/~+]._)(./(n-1) 2 n-12 P ) ( 2p2  + p + 2 ) 
×([ (n -  1)p ~+ (s ,+t ) (n -  1 -s  i - t ) ]  
X[(n - 1)p 2 + (s j  + t ) (n  - 1 - sj - t)] 
+(n - 1)p~(2p + 1)(n - 1 + s, - sj - 2t)} -1 + O(n-4) .  
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A similar computation shows that 
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v jw i <~ ( p + 1)~(sj +t) (n -  1 -s ,  +t )  
+(  p + 1) ( .  - 1 - s, + sj + 2 0 
×~ (n-1)24-~/~ -~1-) (n-12 P)( 2p2 +p+ - -  n l) l 
X( [ (n -  1)p 2 + ( s i - t ) (n -  1-s ,+t ) ]  
×[(n  - 1)p 2 + (sj  + t ) (n  - 1 - sj - t)] 
-1  
+(n - 1)p2(2p + 1)(n - 1 - s, + sj + 2t) + O(n-4).  
Thus we find that 
1 [ t r  
>/-S-'-;--, |{ [ (n -  1)p2+ (s i - t ) (n - l - s ,+t ) ]  l) iW j ~ ~ W~ 
ala2 ,-- 
×[(n - 1)p z + (sj  + t ) (n  - 1 - sj - t)] 
+(2p + 1)(n - 1)2p2}{a, - az} 
+(n  - 1)p~(2p + 1)(sj - S, + 2t)(al + az)) + O(n-4),  
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a 1 = (p+ 1)Z(s i - - t ) (n- -  1-s j - t ) -  (p+ 1) (n -  1 +s  t - s j -2 t )  
~ (n - l )2  (n -1 ) (  n - l )  
× 4~p- ;7 )  ~ P 2p~ + p + ~ ' 
a 2 = (p  + 1)2(sj + t ) (n  - 1 - s, + t )  + (p  + 1)(n - 1 - s, - sj + 2t)  
J,n l )( .1) 
d, : [ (n - 1)p ~ + (s, - t ) ( .  - 1 - s, + t)] 
×[ (n  - X)p~ + (sj + t ) ( .  - 1 - s j  - t)] 
+(n - 1)p2(2p + 1)(n - 1 - s i + sj + 2t ) ,  
d~ = [ (n -  1)p 2 + (s , - t ) (n -  1 -s  i + t)] 
X[ (n  - 1)p 2 + ( s j  + t ) (n  - 1 - s j  - t)] 
+(n - 1)p2(2p + 1)(n - 1 + s, - sj - 2t). 
We note that a I and a z are O(n4), while d id  2 is O(n12); from Corollary 1.2 
we have sj - s t = O(nX/Z). It now follows that 
v,wj  - v jw,  
a 1 -- a 2 
~/~ ({ [ (n  - 1)p ~ + (s , -  t ) (n  -1  - s t  + t)] 
X[ (n -  1)p 2+ (sj +t ) (n -  1 -s j - t ) ]  
+(2p + 1)(n - 1)Zp 2) + O(n-7 /z ) .  
c~
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(n - 1)2p42(n - 1)( p-I- 1) 2 
(n -- 1)4p s 
X 1 - -  p 2p 2 
._1)] 
+P+ 2 - t  
+O(n-7 /~)  
2( p + 1) ~ 
(n - 1)p 4 
X 1 
p+l  E~+T)  2 
)( n X) L p 2p2+p+ ~ - t  
+o(.-~/~). 
Since (n -  1)/2 >/p/> r,, where r n is given by (1), a straightforward 
computation shows that 
1/(nl)(.1 )( .1) 
p+ 1 Ep l~T)  2 P 2p i+P+- - -2  - 
InIn' / (e l) 
~< 2 2 P ~< 4(e  2~- 1) + O(n-2)"  
Estimating [2( p + 1)2]/[(n - 1)p*], we find that it is bounded below by 
8n2/(n - 1) n. We thus arrive at the desired inequality: 
v ,w j -v jw  i>1 (n - - l )  5 1 -  4~-~2+'1) - t  +0(n -7 /2 ) .  
Having established Lemma 1, we are ready to prove one of the main 
results of this paper. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that T is a tournament matrix of order n, and that 
the perron value p of T is at least 
n-1  e2-1  
2 2(e 2 + 1)n 
+ O(n-3). 
Let the score vector of T be s, and suppose that s i >~ sj + 2 for some indices i
andj such that tij = 1. Construct he tournament matrix M from T by setting 
=jffi ~ = 1, mi, = O, and letting M agree with T in all other positions. I f  n is 
ciently 'large, then the perron value of M is bounded below by 
p+ 8n311 (e 1  J2] (n -  1) 5 2 -  4( -~-2+ ]) +0(n-5/2)" 
Proof. First, we note that T is necessarily primitive whenever n is 
sufficiently large, since the spectral radius of a tournament matrix which is 
not primitive is bounded above by (n -  2)/2. For each 0 ~< t ~< 1, let 
T(t) = tM + (1 - t)T = T + t(eje T - eief), and note that T(0) = T, while 
T(1) M. For t as above, let p(t) be the perron value of T(t), and denote 
the right and left perron vectors by v(t) and w(t)  respectively, where the 
vectors are normalized so that 1Tv(t) = 1Tw(t) = 1. 
We note that p(t) is continuous for 0 ~< t ~< 1. A standard perturbation 
result (see [7], for example) asserts that if A is a simple eigenvalue of a matrix 
A with right eigenvector x and left eigenvector y*, then dA/daij = Yi xj/y*x. 
Since T(t) is certainly primitive for 0 ~< t < 1 [so that p(t) is simple], we find 
that p is differentiable for such t, and it follows that 
dp( t )  v , ( t )w j ( t )  - v j ( t )w , ( t )  
dt [v ( t ) ]Tw( t )  
Fix t with 0 ~< t ~< 1, and suppose that 
n -1  e2-1  
p(t )  >i 2 2(e 2 + 1)n + O(n-3)"  
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Since 
1( 
- + Iv ( t ) ]  T -  [v ( t ) ITw( t )  = n 
we find from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
I [v(t)]Tw(t)  1 ( [v( t ) ]Tv( t )  I ~I/Z[ -- < ~)  ~Ew(t ) I~w(t ) - -~)  ~ 
n - 1 - 2p( t )  
n[2p(t)  + 1] 
= o( ,~-~) .  
Since v( t ) - (1/n)1 = 0(n-3/2), it now follows that 
v,(t)wj(t)  - v j ( t )w,(t)  = n[v,(t )wj(t)  - vj(t)wi(t)]  + O(n-3) .  
[v( t ) ]Tw(t)  
Next, suppose that for some 0 < t ~< 1 we have p(t) <~ p(0), and let 
r = inf{t I 0 < t ~< 1 and p(t) <~ p(0)}; note that necessarily ~" > 0 because 
when t = 0, we find from Lemma 1 that 
dp(t )  [v(t ) ]Tw(t  ) t=0 dt = v , (0 )w j (0 )  - vj(O)w,(O) 
8hi e2 1)1J2] 
>~ (n - - - l )  5 1 -  ~4( -~ +- i )  +0(n-7 /2) '  
and this last member  is positive when n is sufficiently large. Then for all 
0 ~< t ~< r we have p(t) >~ p(O) >1 r n, where r,  is given by (1). Thus, 
0 = p(z)  - p(O) = fo ~ v,(t)wj(t)[_~)_~_~- v j ( t )wi(t)  dt 
fo [ = n vi(t)wj(t  ) - vj(t)wi(t)]  dt + O(n-3) .  
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From Lemma 1, we have 
[ i)lJ21 
v i ( t )w j ( t  ) - v j ( t )w , ( t )  >1 (n ~ i)  5 1 - 4ie2 + -1) - t 
+ O(n-7/2)  
whenever 0 ~< t ~ r, so that 
o = p(¢)  - p(o) 
[ (e -1)1/2 ]
>lnJo (n---- 1) 5 1-- 4~- 2+ 1) --t dt+O(n -5/2) 
- ( - -~)~ 1 -  4(72~-1) - +°(n-~/~) '  
a contradiction, since this last quantity is positive for sufficiently large n. 
As a result, we must have p(t) >1 p(O) for all 0 ~< t ~< 1. Using Lemma 1 
again to estimate vi(t)wj(t)  - vj(t)wi(t)  from below, it now follows that 
[1 1t'  ]1 dp( t )  dt >1 
p(1) - .(o) = fo d----7-- (n -  ~)5 ~ 4~ :~ ]) 
+ O(n-~/2) .  • 
Next we use Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.2 to obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that n is even and that T is a tournament matrix of 
order n with maximum perron value. I f  n is sufficiently large, T must be 
almost regular. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, since T has maximum perron value, that perron 
value must be at least r n, where r n is given by (1). Suppose that T is not 
almost regular. I f  T has two scores s i and sj with s i >/s.s + 2, then by 
Theorem 2, tji must be 1; otherwise, by Theorem 2, for n sufficiently large 
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we could find another tournament matrix whose perron value exceeded that 
of T. So if T has a score s k with s k >1n/2+2,  we see that in the 
tournament corresponding to T, vertex k can only dominate a vertex whose 
score exceeds n/2  + 1, and that there must be at least n/2  + 2 such 
vertices. But then T has at least n/2  + 2 rows i such that Is~ - (n - 1)/21 
~: 1 /2 ,  which is a contradiction to Corollary 1.2 when n is sufficiently large. 
A similar argument applies if T has a score s k with s k ~< (n - 2 ) /2  - 2, so 
we find that T can only have scores n/2  + 1, n /2 ,  (n - 2) /2 ,  and (n - 2 ) /  
2 -1 .  
Suppose that T has a score of n/2  + 1. It follows that at least n/2  + 1 
scores of T are either n /2  + 1 or n/2.  But in that case, there can be no 
score equal to (n - 2 ) /2  - 1; otherwise the corresponding vertex would 
have to dominate all vertices with score n/2  + 1 or n/2,  of which there are 
at least n/2  + 1, a contradiction. Hence T can only have scores n /2  + 1, 
n/2,  and (n - 2 ) /2 .  I f  there are m scores equal to n/2  + 1, it follows that 
there must be n/2  - 2m scores equal to n/2,  and n/2  + m scores equal to 
(n - 2) /2 .  Since a vertex with score n/2  + 1 must be dominated by every 
vertex with score (n - 2 ) /2 ,  we find that a vertex with score n/2  + 1 can 
dominate at most n/2  - m vertices, another contradiction. 
Hence T has no score of  n /2  + 1, and a similar argument shows that T 
can have no score of (n -  2 ) /2 -  1. Consequently, T must be almost 
regular, as desired. • 
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